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Diamond in
the Rough
rying not to sound dramatic but the Middle Eastern region has been a literal “diamond in the rough” for U.S. food
exporters over the last three years. And I am not even talking about the toll the pandemic has taken on supplier’s
bottom line. When the trade wars really began to heat up around 2017, suppliers who exported a large percentage
of U.S. food products were on the front line of the retaliatory strikes between China and the U.S. It could be said that
U.S. dried foods category were used spearhead to impose punitive tariffs as response to China’s increases.
Many of the companies who The American Exporter Magazine deals with regarding trade news and advertising
are dried and processed food companies. I can tell you firsthand that some of the dried fruit and nut companies
saw an 80% decrease in exports to China within the first year of the trade war! This was absolutely devastating, and
drastic measures had to be taken to recover at least a small portion of that lost business. Enter the Middle Eastern
marketplace. Do not get me wrong…the Middle East has been a reliable export region for years. I know companies
who exclusively export to the Middle East. But for other suppliers...it was an area that was minute compared to
China. Companies that I never saw attend expos like Gulfood were no appearing. I spoke with a few California
nut suppliers who never went on trade missions to the Middle East, took a new interest. To simply put it…Middle
Eastern importing saved a number of suppliers who were “China Heavy”.
The numbers bear that out. Let us look at the United Arab Emirates and the increase in exports of U.S. consumer
ready food products. These numbers encompass the year-to-year increase of exports between 2018 and 2019. This
period is right in the middle of the US/China trade wars. U.S. exports of consumer ready food products totaled
US$936.5 million in 2019, an increase of 20% from 2018. The UAE is the largest U.S. consumer food export market in
the Middle East and the 20th largest overall. The UAE also imported US$424.6 million of U.S. processed foods in 2019,
an increase of 6%. The UAE is the 2nd largest U.S. export market for processed foods in the Middle East after Saudi
Arabia. The top three products are food preparations, snack foods, and processed and prepared dairy products.*
For industries like rice, nuts and grain not mentioned on this list…much of these products are shipped in bulk
and added to things like snack foods as a food ingredient. Dried and processed food products rule the US export
supply chain to the Middle East. However, let us not overlook the retail and food service arena. Areas like the UAE
have seen tremendous growth and there are no signs of it slowing down. Euromonitor estimates 2019 retail sales in
the UAE packaged food market was around US$5.7 billion. That represents an increase of 23.7% and nearly US$1
billion from 2015!  They also forecast sales of packaged food in the UAE market to reach nearly US$7.4 billion by
2024, an increase of US$1.4 billion and 23.7%.*
Even with the pandemic raging for the last year, imports to Middle East have continue to grow. For some US
suppliers (and industries), exporting to the Middle East has become their main market whereas China not so long
ago held that mantel. Furthermore, places like Dubai and Abu Dhabi are seeing explosive population growth as well
as higher standard of living. Abu Dhabi and Dubai together account for about 80% of the UAE’s income. According
to Euromonitor, Abu Dhabi’s diversification program has made impressive progress. Its non-oil industries now
account for close to 50% of GDP. The UAE is the second largest foreign direct investment (FDI) recipient among
Arab countries after Saudi Arabia. As the UAE’s economy has developed into a major services hub in the Middle
East, its dependency on oil exports has declined.*
We are not into the clear with the pandemic and our trade relations with China are still uncertain. With that
said, I do believe that the Middle East and more specifically the UAE have a strong future for the US supplier. The
opportunities to export are limitless and the demand for US food products is only growing. The Middle East is a
large region and for years was somewhat closed to the US food supplier. We can honestly say now that in a world
of pandemic and trade wars, it has emerged as a diamond in the rough. Quick update! Due to the continued travel
restrictions, I will not be traveling to Dubai for the Gulfood Expo but we are sending the Fall 2020 and Winter 2021
issues of The American Exporter Magazine to the expo for distribution in the US Pavilions. I hope to see you at the
Natural Products West Expo this May.
*Information obtained from Food Export Association of the Midwest
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UAE Embraces Global
Trend, Clean Eating
By Courtney Ferris

The COVID-19
pandemic has changed
consumer preferences —
perhaps for good. With
an increased demand for
foods and beverages that
support immune and
gut health, clean eating
is taking center stage
as one of the top global
food trends for 2021.  
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In October, ADM, a global leader in
nutrition and partner to the world’s
leading consumer brands, released
its predictions for the five food and
beverage trends that will impact the way
consumers eat and drink in 2021. The
five trends include: A More Proactive
Approach to Nourishing the Body and
Mind; Sustainability Takes Center Stage;
The Gut Microbiome Emerges as the
Gateway to Wellness; Plant-Based Food

Boom Expands Beyond the Bun; and
Transparency Builds Consumer Trust.
With the pandemic at the forefront
of the consumer’s mind, the company’s
research finds that 31 percent of
consumers are purchasing more
items tailored for their health, and
50 percent report a preference for
foods and beverages that naturally
contain beneficial ingredients. The
desire to support health and wellness

At the Gulfood
Expo 2021
See us in Hall:
Sheik Saeed 3
USA Pavilion
Booth # S3-D9
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through food and beverage will create
new opportunities for nutrient-dense
products with functional health benefits
aimed at supporting immune systems,
enhancing mood, and sustaining energy,
according to ADM.
“We are seeing a heightened demand
for foods and beverages that support
immune systems, enhance our mood and
reduce our environmental impact, driven
in part by emerging human tensions.
This has provided a unique opportunity
for brands to develop disruptive new
products that will forever change the
way we eat and drink. It’s going to be a
year of innovation, marked by significant
breakthroughs in nutrition,” says Vince
Macciocchi, president, Nutrition, ADM.
Not surprisingly, the United Arab
Emirates (UAE), with its high per capita
income and growing awareness of health
issues, has also embraced the clean eating
trend. A consumer survey conducted by
restaurant delivery platform Deliveroo
also revealed that 2021 UAE trends center
on healthy and responsible eating, with
64% of people carrying their 2020 clean
eating habits into the new year.
The National also predicted a
preoccupation with wellness, clean
ingredients, and healthy living for UAE
consumers. Philippe Peguilhan, country
manager of Carrefour UAE at Majid Al
Futtaim Retail, told the editorial: “In
2020, there was a rise in the purchase of
healthy products, fresh fruits, vegetables,
organic items and healthy snacks, as
people were eager to strengthen their
immune systems and adopt healthier
lifestyles, and we don’t foresee this
stalling.”
The Deliveroo survey also reported
that 45 percent of participants believe
that cutting down on food waste should
be a priority. For both at-home and
restaurant diners, smarter packaging and
waste management is more top of mind.
In the October 2020 issue of Condé
Nast Traveller Middle East, Samantha
Wood, Founder, Foodiva.net & curator

THE KETCHUP

EXPERTS!

Ken Pond
Plant Manager
and Ketchup Expert
22+ Years Experience

Meet our new Plant Manager, Ken Pond. For over 22 years, Ken has learned everything there is to know
about the formulation of ketchup. It’s a science & an art. What does that mean for our private brand
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Partner with The Fremont Company for all of your private brand ketchup needs and give your
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of Dubai dining experiences, said that
restaurateurs are “seeing more compact
menus, which help restaurants manage
their food costs and, as an added bonus,
also limits food wastage”.
Gulfood 2021 will provide an
opportunity to explore these growing
trends and how American exporters can
find the right niche for their products.
Last year’s Gulfood marked the last,
in-person food and beverage event to be
hosted in 2020. As the world finds its
“new normal”, importers and exporters
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alike are eager to conduct business inperson.
The Gulf states import more than 90
percent of their food. While this has
made the region an attractive market to
American exporters, the UAE’s concern
for food security remains high, especially
after pandemic-related transportation
issues disrupted the supply chain for
several months. From the onset of the
pandemic, the UAE and wider region
proactively introduced smart initiatives
and policies to strengthen and further

develop a sustainable and safe food
supply.
Even as solutions to food security
are found, there will always be a place
for U.S. products because of their
outstanding reputation. According to
Food Export-Midwest and Food ExportNortheast, UAE consumers have a high
quality image of U.S. products, high
regional per capita incomes, and a broad
familiarity with U.S. cultures, making it
an ideal market for American products.
Within the market, there is a strong
interest in almonds (shelled), condiments
and sauces, Halal poultry meat and beef
(chilled and frozen), snack foods, rice,
and fruit and vegetable juices.
As host to the world’s largest food and
beverage show, Dubai is an important
regional trade hub in the Middle East.
Dubai’s efficient sea, land and air ports
and large free trade zones make it an
important commercial center in the
UAE. Dubai will welcome residents
and international visitors for Gulfood
2021, giving the U.S. food and beverage
industry an opportunity to nurture new
and existing business relationships in the
Middle East.

Fall 2020
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California Walnuts
Going Strong

by Lisa Mooney

14THE AMERICAN EXPORTER MAGAZINE 2021.indd 1

Over 63% of the California Walnut Crop
was exported in the 2019/20 Crop Year.
Internationally, California walnuts supply
two-thirds of the world’s walnut trade.
According to Pamela Graviet, the Senior
Marketing Director at the California
Walnut Commission (CWC), “for over
50 years, California walnut growers and
processors have supported research and
innovation in water quality and usage;
water conservations; soil health; energy use;
and air quality. They constantly seek out
and incorporate new methods of growing
and handling walnuts that minimize waste,
enhance productivity, and preserve and
protect natural resources. Many are multigenerational family farmers that are looking
forward to future generations producing
high-quality, great tasting walnuts for years
to come.”
Currently, the top export markets are;
Germany, Turkey, Japan, Spain, Italy, South
Korea, UAE, Canada, The Netherlands, and
the United Kingdom.
Marketing programs have, and will
continue to be, a key driver in building
consumer demand for California
walnuts. Currently, the California Walnut
Commission (CWC) conducts targeted
marketing programs in nine countries
throughout North America, Europe, Asia,
and the Middle East. The growers, handlers
and the CWC have made great strides by
working together and will continue building
demand in an ever-expanding global market.
“For the past two years, Germany has
been the leading importer as they not only
11/23/2020 10:00:15 AM
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use walnuts within the country, they
historically have been a major hub
for nuts and dried fruit import and
distribution throughout Europe. Turkey
has a long history with walnuts in their
cuisine, but their demand has increased
significantly over the years and they
are also a major importer. Japan, South
Korea and Italy round out last season’s
top five countries where walnuts have
become a favorite in baked goods and for
snacking”, explained Graviet.
When asked how marketing efforts
have changed since the onset of Covid-19,
Graviet adds, “Two key things have
changed – how we reach consumers with
education and inspiration and where
consumers are using/eating walnuts. For
the first part, we have increased the use
of digital communications to share recipe
ideas and how-to videos with consumers
as they are cooking and baking more at
home than ever and are looking for new
ideas. We’ve also created educational
webinars for chefs looking to offer menu
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items that meet consumer needs for
take-away foods that meet expectations
to help maintain overall health and
wellness. And since consumers are
spending more on groceries, we have
both in-store and online point-of-sale
promotions that keep walnuts top of
mind for home cooking, baking, and of
course, snacking.”
Upcoming tradeshows are also
an important part of international
networking and marketing. “As of right
now, the CWC will be participating in
Gulfood in the UAE, ANFAS in Turkey
and Alimentaria in Spain. There are other
shows that were rescheduled from 2020
that we may participate in later in the
year. Right now, the three I mentioned
above are expected to be in-person events
but of course, this could change and we
are fully ready to adapt to virtual events
or postponements”.
According to the CWC website (www.
walnuts.org), one ounce of walnuts is a
“powerhouse of important nutrients for

optimum health”, including;
•An excellent source of alpha-linolenic
acid (ALA), the plant-based omega-3 fatty
acid (2.5g) – the most ALA of any other
tree nut.
•4g of protein
•2g of fiber
•A good source of magnesium (45mg)
Ms. Graviet explains in more detail the
health attributes of California Walnuts.
“California walnuts have a mild flavor
and creamy texture that lends them to be
extremely versatile with a wide variety of
cuisines. They are also grown, harvested
and packed under strict federal and state
guidelines and the California walnut
industry has maintained an exceptional
food safety record for over a century.
As I said before, just one handful a day
is all you need to improve your overall
nutrition with plant-based Omega 3’s,
which are essential fatty acids critical to
various body processes, as well as protein
and fiber. As a nutrient-dense food,
Continued on page 28
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 azelnut Growers of Oregon stresses
H
importance of safety and its continued
production during coronavirus pandemic
Hazelnut Growers of Oregon (HGO)
has taken proactive steps to send its
employees home during the coronavirus
pandemic, (COVID-19). Effective
immediately, the HGO plant operations
will continue to run with a limited staff
but will not be accepting any visitors
until further notice. The Oregon
Marketplace Store will remain closed
until further notice. We are dealing with
unprecedented times and we are taking
every precaution necessary to ensure we
are limiting the spread of the virus.
Greg Thorsgard, HGO’s Chief
Operations Officer, said there is no job
more important than the safety of its
employees, growers, customers and
consumers. He added that keeping our
population fed is also critical at this
unprecedented time and HGO will
continue to operate its processing facility
with the required staff necessary to meet
all customer orders.
“We understand the concerns with
the vulnerability of the supply chain due
to the recent spread of coronavirus,”
Thorsgard noted in a recent letter
to growers. “There is no job more
important than farming and making
sure our population is fed. As an SQF
Level 3 certified facility, we have spent
extensive time evaluating the risk of
pandemics and other potential business
interruptions and are confident that we
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will not have difficulties in meeting our
supply commitments. All our products
and materials are stored at location and
have been prior to the spread. We have
required our packaging suppliers to
supply us with their contingency plans
and have other pre-qualified sources
should there be any disruptions.”
Preventative Measures at the Plant
Our Crisis Management Team has
conducted refresher trainings around
our Good Manufacturing Practices
(GMP) and Food Safety Policies that were
conducted in March, in addition to our
standard trainings given. The purpose is
to reinforce the following points:
• Disinfecting areas within the plant
that are frequently touched by
employees such as door handles,
break room counters and tables,
restroom stall doors, time clocks,
and locker rooms. In addition to
the training we have increased the
frequency in which our staff is doing
these activities.
• Added additional alcohol-based
disinfectant wipes for increased used
in common areas.
• Minimizing colleagues working near
each other.
• Minimizing visitors to those that are
doing immediate business and need
to come to the plant.

• Strongly advise team members to
shelter at home when experiencing
symptoms and call for medical advice
prior to visiting any medical facility.
• Encouraging our administrative
team members and others to work
remotely.
Business Continuity Plan
Our Business Continuity Plan ensures
we cover potential business interruptions
by leveraging our partnerships with other
hazelnut processors in the valley. These
plants have similar equipment to ours,
which would allow us to make a seamless
transfer if there was an interruption.
Having secondary and tertiary suppliers
that give us confidence that we can
manage any interruption.
We will continue to monitor this closely
to ensure we protect our products and
customers.
Please keep informed on the most
current health advice issued by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in Oregon here: https://www.
cdc.gov/cpr/epf/oregon.htm
About Hazelnut Growers of Oregon
Founded in 1984, Hazelnut Growers
of Oregon (HGO), a business unit of
farmer-owned cooperative Wilco, has
more than 180 growers who collectively
own more than 20,000 acres of prime
hazelnut orchards. HGO is the premier
hazelnut processor and marketer in the
U.S., servicing retail, ingredient, and food
service channels for confection, snack
food, and baking manufacturers around
the globe. The 120,000-square-foot
processing plant also has 57,000 square
feet of refrigerated storage space. The
Oregon hazelnut industry is expected to
double in the next five years. For more
information visit https://www.wilco.
coop/hazelnuts/.

Hazelnut Growers of Oregon | State of the art Hazelnut processing and marketing.
Hazelnut Growers of Oregon | State of the art Hazelnut processing and marketing.
Hazelnut
Growers of Oregon | State of the art Hazelnut processing and marketing.
marketing@hazelnut.com
marketing@hazelnut.com
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U.S. Beef in Review
By Dan Halstrom

The year 2020 began
with great promise for
U.S. beef trade with
the implementation of
the U.S.-Japan Trade
Agreement, JapanU.S. Zero Duty Quota
Agreement for U.S. beef,
and the expectation of
the China-U.S. Phase
One Agreement.
Continued on page 24
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Continued from page 20
However, upon the global emergence
of COVID-19, it became evident that
international markets would be impacted
and disrupted in many facets. Despite the
chaos and uncertainty that the pandemic
brought, ultimately global demand for
beef exports remained quite strong.
Booming demand at the retail level
along with a surge in use of e-commerce
platforms helped to offset the disruption
in the foodservice sector.
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Total U.S. global beef exports for
2020 were down approximately 5% due
primarily to foodservice challenges
worldwide; however, it is worth noting
that in quarter four of 2020 (OctoberDecember), U.S. beef had a robust
rebound of roughly 7 %. Japan, our
largest value market, had an increase
in imported market share from 41% in
2019 to 44% in 2020, with expectations of
continued growth in 2021.
The U.S.-China Phase One Agreement

executed last year resulted in a much
larger percentage of U.S. cattle becoming
eligible for export to the rapidly
growing Chinese market. The U.S.
industry capitalized greatly with exports
quadrupling to a record 42,813 mt valued
at $310 million. Since September, the
U.S. has surpassed Australia as the largest
supplier of grain-fed beef to China.
Other market highlights from 2020
include: Taiwan, which set a record level
of exports for a fifth straight year; Mexico
which had record exports in December of
27,000 mt; and Africa, led by demand for
variety meats, had an increase in growth
of 33%. The European Union is also
expected to see growth as foodservice
demand rebounds, especially in the last
half of 2021.
Looking ahead, with similar record
beef production from 2020 expected
to continue into 2021, the U.S. is
well positioned for continued beef
export growth. The recent momentum
established from global retail growth
and the major expansion of e-commerce
platform usage is projected to continue.
These factors, along with the anticipated
rebound of foodservice and tourism
points to a very optimistic outlook for
the U.S. beef trade industry. Based on
current data, USMEF is estimating that
2021 will be a record year for U.S. beef
exports with 10% growth, exceeding the
previous record of 1,353,000 mt in 2018.
The good news is that despite the recent
disruptions to the marketplace, global
consumers are still eating — and more
specifically — eating U.S. beef!
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Continued from page 16
walnuts are an excellent way to improve overall diet quality
and for more than 30 years, the California Walnut Commission
(CWC) has supported health-related research on walnuts
through research grants and the provision of walnuts.
Since the inception of the health research program, more than
185 CWC-supported, peer-reviewed papers have been published
examining the effect of walnut consumption on areas including
heart health, cognition, cancer, diabetes, metabolic syndrome,
body weight/composition, reproductive health and gut health.
When looking at Gut Health, a healthy gut microbiome has
been linked to a variety of health benefits that can strengthen
the immune system including reducing inflammation and
supporting digestion and metabolism.[1] Research from The
Journal of Nutrition suggests walnuts may be a good choice for
gut health because of their prebiotic properties.[2]”
[1]Bischoff, S.C. ‘Gut health’: a new objective in medicine?. BMC
Med 9, 24 (2011). https://doi.org/10.1186/1741-7015-9-24 [2]
Holscher HD, Guetterman HM, Swanson KS, et al. Walnut
Consumption Alters the Gastrointestinal Microbiota, Microbially
Derived Secondary Bile Acids, and Health Markers in Healthy
Adults: A Randomized Controlled Trial. J Nutr. 2018;148(6):861–
867. doi:10.1093/jn/nxy004
Continued on page 29
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A Tribute to George Martin-Navarro Pecan Company
George Merrick Martin
passed away peacefully on
January 17, 2021. George
was born on August 15,
1940, in San Antonio,
Texas to his parents Mary
Taylor Martin and William
Bernard Martin, Jr. along with his older
siblings, Jean Martin Braley and William
Bernard Martin III.
George graduated high school from Texas
Military Institute and attended Baylor
University, graduating in 1958 with a BBA in
Marketing. After graduation, he returned to
San Antonio and became a member of the
German Club. In 1963, George joined the US
Coast Guard and after serving faithfully for 30
years he retired as Lieutenant Commander.
Throughout his life, George thoroughly
enjoyed traveling to all parts of the world
with dear family, close friends, and business
associates sharing with them his love of
history, storytelling, and laughter. George
supported many charities and was a longtime
benefactor of Baylor University.
George was a brilliant salesman and
successful entrepreneur who formed several
business entities throughout his 60-year career
in the nut industry. His primary passion and
business legacy was the pecan industry where
he was the founder and president of a pecan
shelling business, Navarro Pecan Company,
for over 40 years. He is known as a bold leader
and visionary in the pecan industry. He was
constantly expanding the awareness of pecans
worldwide and was one of the first to market
pecans in Europe in the 1990s. He served
as Chairman of the National Pecan Shellers
Association and was honored with the
National Pecan Shellers Lifetime Achievement
Award in 2018 for his pivot role in shaping the
pecan industry into what it is today. He will
always be remembered for his tenacity, hard
work, business ethics, charm, and Texas-sized
heart!
George was preceded in death by his
beloved wife of 42 years, Bonnie Little Martin,
both of his parents, his sister, Jean Martin
Braley, and his brother, William B. Martin III.
He is survived by his daughter, Mary Martin
Magers, her husband Marcus Whitney, and
grandchildren Maren Ellen and Merrick
Carroll.

The extended family includes his brotherin-law, Robert D. Little, niece Jeanne Braley
Alfaro, her husband Eduardo and daughters
Alexandra Alfaro Frost and Ashley; niece
Keiko Martin Johnson, and her son Coady
and daughter Merrick; niece Mitsy Martin
Marquez and her husband Frank. He is also
survived by other nieces and cousins: Ann

Payne Houck, her husband Rob and daughter
Elizabeth, Pat Payne Brown and her children
Clayton and Taylor, Bruce Payne, wife Debbie,
and son Chris. The family’s deepest gratitude
goes to his lifelong friends and a special thank
you to Albert L. Grasso, Newell W. Atkinson
III and Newell W. Atkinson IV for their
unwavering loyalty.
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Graceland Fruit Kicks Off 2021 with Renewed
Focus, Brand Identity, and Website
®

Pioneering producer and global
distributor of infused dried fruit
ingredients introduces a new brand
identity and website to better reflect
its renewed focus on the commercial
food ingredient market and its
heritage of exceptional product and
service performance
Graceland Fruit, Inc., a leading producer
and global distributor of premium quality
dried fruit ingredients for the food industry,
unveiled an updated brand identity and
website today. The refreshed brand and
website were created to better reflect
the Company’s renewed focus on the
commercial food ingredient market and its
heritage of delivering exceptional product
and service performance that delights
innovative food manufacturers and their
consumers.
Refocused: “Graceland Fruit
pioneered the infused dried fruit ingredient
category nearly 50 years ago,” said Jeffrey
Seeley, Executive Chairman of the Board
& CEO. “In doing so, we exponentially
expanded the market for tart cherries,
cranberries, blueberries, apples, and more
by creating entirely new food applications
and year-round utilization opportunities for
these crops.”
While ingredients have always been its
core business, the Company entered the
retail consumer packaged foods sector
in 2013 with a line of Graceland Fruit®
branded products. “The products enjoyed
strong consumer acceptance and loyalty.
However, we ultimately recognized that
retail product sales and marketing is not
our core competency,” Seeley said. “In
2020, we made the strategic decision to
exit retail as a branded CPG marketer.
We are once again 100% laser-focused
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Graceland Fruit exports its dried fruit to over 60 countries worldwide.
on supplying exceptional ingredients
to innovative consumer packaged food,
foodservice, and other food companies who
develop, manufacture and market their own
products and brands.”
Consumer demand for delicious,
nutritious, immunity-boosting foods made
with authentic, all-natural ingredients is
skyrocketing. Graceland Fruit ingredients
are made from fresh frozen fruit that
retains its superfruit status throughout the
Company’s proprietary infusion and drying
process. As an ingredient, they add uniquely
distinctive taste, texture, visual and
nutrition appeal to a wide range of foods.
“We delight our customers with exceptional
product and service performance, making
it easy for them to delight their consumers
with delicious, on-trend products,” Seeley
noted.

Rebranded: With renewed channel
and customer focus, the Company
undertook a rigorous and comprehensive
review of its brand positioning and visual
identity. “The Graceland Fruit logo has not
changed since the company was founded in
1973,” Seeley said. “This was a perfect time
to refresh the look and feel of our brand
to ensure clear communication of who we
serve, what we do, how we uniquely do it,
and why.”
The new brand identity features a
more contemporary logo that pays
homage to the Company’s heritage while
adding prominence to the brand name,
better communicating its expertise, and
providing a design architecture and visual
system that supports future growth and
innovation. Coupled with its new tagline,
We deliver delightTM, the new Graceland

Fruit brand identity is the foundation for
communication across all touchpoints,
including packaging, business materials,
sales collateral, social media, website, and
beyond.
Renewed Website: “We are
excited to introduce the fresh new look and
enhanced functionality of our digital home
base, GracelandFruit.com,” said Seeley. “It
is completely reimagined, redesigned, and
restructured to make it easy for current and
potential customers to learn more about
our products, our process, our growers, and
our services. Most importantly, it is a source
of inspiration for use applications and
innovation. It also serves as an on-demand
resource center for product information,
industry trends and insights, and other
tools to help our customers delight their
consumers and profitably grow their
business,” he continued.
The new website is fully responsive,
mobile-optimized, and easy to navigate.

The expanded resource hub includes
downloadable product specifications,
certification documentation, statements of
compliance, and brochures. It also houses
the Graceland Fruit press room and blog,
Bits ‘n Pieces monthly newsletter, industry
events calendar, and more. “Direct links
make it easy to request samples, connect
with Graceland Fruit ingredient experts,
or initiate new product collaboration from
anywhere on the site,” Seeley noted. “We
invite food and beverage manufacturers,
foodservice operators and distributors,
and the food industry at large from around
the globe to explore our new site and learn
more about how we deliver delightTM
through exceptional product and service
performance.”
About Graceland Fruit, Inc.:
We deliver delightTM. Graceland Fruit is a
leading producer and global distributor
of premium quality dried fruit ingredients
for the food industry. We make authentic

ingredients that add distinctive taste,
texture, visual, and nutrition appeal to
a wide variety of delicious foods. Some
of the largest and most prestigious food
companies in the world include our
exceptional infused dried fruit, juice
concentrate and Soft-N-FrozenTM fruit
ingredients in their products and menu
items. Our premium quality dried fruits,
service excellence, reliable supply, and
collaborative innovation make it easy for
our customers to surprise and delight their
consumers. Learn more at GracelandFruit.
com.

Meet us at the following Food Expos:
• Taipei International Bakery Show
• Bakery China
• SIAL China

We produce premium quality dried fruit
ingredients used by innovative food

manufacturers and providers around

the world to create delicious, on-trend
consumer products.

Proud to be
Product of the USA

Our Difference
Exceptional
Growers

Exceptional
Process

Exceptional
Service

Exceptional
Innovation

Learn More! GracelandFruit.com | 800-352-7181 | info@gracelandfruit.com | Frankfort, MI
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California Calrose
Sushi Rice

Italian Selenio
Sushi Rice

Color
& Texture

Nice unform color

Darker color with
dull, flat appearance

Kernel Size

Consistent
kernel size

Inconsistent
kernel size

Smell

Sweet aroma

No aroma

Texture

Good bounce
and mouthfeel

Lacks stickiness.
More fissures causing
soft and mushy texture

Quality

History of
consistency
year-round

Quality can vary
throughout the year
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Touchstone Pistachio Company
Transparency, Performance & Commitment
Touchstone Pistachio Company, located
in the heart of California’s San Joaquin
Valley, is the newest member of the
international pistachio community. We are
a family-owned growing and processing
operation and one of the more relevant
pistachio suppliers in the world.
We are often asked what motivated us to
build a pistachio processing facility. Why
now? Why us? Who are we as a company?

We Know how to grow
We have been in farming for over 25 years
and are continually investing in sustainable
farming, and irrigation practices that
ensure our success for years to come. Our
commitment to growth extends beyond
the orchard and into our relationships with
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our employees and partners; Touchstone
Pistachio Company is a testament to that
commitment

We know how to build
We are no stranger to residential,
commercial and industrial development.
Touchstone Pistachio Company’s
production facility will feature the latest
food-processing technology. Our aim is to
build to our industry’s future, no just to the
needs of today.

We know how to serve
We are dedicated to growing,
feeding, nourishing, and educating our
communities. We fulfill our purpose by
serving our customers and consumers.

Through Touchstone Pistachio Company,
we extend these capabilities to the world.
Throughout our business endeavors, we
pride ourselves on our core-competency:
relationships. Business partnerships are
built on synergistic opportunities while
acting ethically and being a good steward
in this industry that we are so fortunate to
be a part of. We look forward to partnering
with you and trust we share your dedication
to relationships based on transparency,
performance, and a commitment to solving
issues if they arise.
For more information, please call us
at +1-559-470-3510 or email at rudy.
placencia@touchstonepistachio.com.

America’s
Best Directory

182 Wilkie Ave • Yuba City, CA 95991
Ph 530-671-1505 • Fax 530-751-1514
E-mail info@tbfprunes.com
www.taylorbrothersfarms.com
Product of USA

California-based
Taylor Brothers Farms
is the leading producer,
grower, and processor
of organic and
conventional prunes
and prune products.
Fall 2020
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America’s #1
independent
maple supplier
Private Label
Bulk
Food Service

Contact us today
for best - in - class maple.

+011 802-257-8100
info@maplesource.com

•

maplesource.com
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Bascom Family Farms

2021

P.O. Box 117
Brattleboro, VT 05302
Phone: +1-802-257-8100
Fax: +1-802-257-8111
E-mail:
sales@bascomfamilyfarms.com
Web site:
www.bascomfamilyfarms.com
Contact: Arnold Coombs
Company Profile: Bascom Family
Farms is America’s leading independent supplier of pure and organic
maple syrup and maple sugar
products in a wide range of forms,
sizes and packaging. Top food
manufacturers, private label maple
marketers, food service buyers and
chefs choose Bascom Family Farms
for our high quality selection, R&D
capacity, competitive pricing, and
rapid turnaround times. Product
Line: Grocery items, organic products, pure and organic maple syrup
and maple sugar products

Product of USA

Directory

Great Lakes Packing
Company Int'l, Inc.

1535 W. 43rd Street
Chicago, IL 60609
Phone: +1-773-927-6660
Fax: +1-773-927-8587
E-mail:
greatlakespacking@ameritech.net
Web Site: www.glpacking.com
Contact: Robert E. Oates-President
Product Line: Pickled Meats, Pork
and Beef packed in brine.

Michael Foods, Inc
301 Carlson Parkway, Suite 400
Minnetonka, MN, USA 55305
Phone: +1-256-757-3425
+1-847-372-1098
E-mail:
Thomas.Neal@michaelfoods.com
Web Site: www.michaelfoods.com
Contact: Thomas Neal, Director

Company Profile:
Great Lakes Packing Company
International, Inc. is located in the
Union Stock Yards of Chicago,
Illinois at the same location for over
53 years. Great Lakes Packing Co.
Int'l, Inc. produces the finest in
pickled meat products from only
products produced in the United
States that have been inspected by
the United States Department of
Agriculture and passed. Great Lakes
Packing Co. Int'l, Inc. is a HACCP
approved plant.

Product Line: Processed Egg
Products, including pasteurized
liquid or frozen yolk, whole egg,
whites, and scrambled egg mix, our
patented Extend Life liquids, dried
powders, and a range of fully
cooked products. Our products are
used in industrial food processing,
foodservice, and retail applications.

Product of USA

Product of USA




Magic Seasoning Blends
720 Distributors Row
P.O. Box 23342
New Orleans, LA 70123-0342
Phone: 504-731-3522
Fax: 504-731-3576
E-mail: azuniga@chefpaul.com

Business Type: Manufacturer,
Exporter

Website: www.chefpaul.com
Contact: Anna Zuniga,
Business Type: Manufacturer,
Co-Packing
Product Line: Seasoning Blends,
Sauces and Marinades, Pepper
Sauce, Custom Blending,
Co-Packing services
Product of USA

skins.
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Setton
Terra
Inc.
SettonPistachio
Pistachioofof
TerraBella,
Bella,
Inc.

9370 Road 234
9370 Road 234
Terra Bella, CA 93270
Terra Bella, CA 93270
Phone: +1-559-535-6050
Phone: +1-559-535-6050
Fax: +1-559-535-6089
Fax: +1-559-535-6089
Email:
Email:
Joshua.Setton@SettonFarms.com
Joshua.Setton@SettonFarms.com
Contact: Joshua Setton
Contact: Joshua Setton
New York Sales Office
New York Sales Office
85 Austin Boulevard
85 Austin Boulevard
Commack, NY 11725
Commack, NY 11725
Phone: +1-631-543-8090
Phone: +1-631-543-8090
Fax: +1-631-543-8070
Fax: +1-631-543-8070
Email: bsinar@SettonFarms.com
Email: bsinar@SettonFarms.com
Contact: Banu Sinar
Contact: Banu Sinar
Website: www.SettonFarms.com
Website: www.SettonFarms.com
Business Type: Grower, Processor,
Business Type: Grower, Processor,
Exporter, Roaster, Manufacturer,
Exporter, Roaster, Manufacturer,
Packer
Packer
Business Profile: America’s
Business Profile: America’s
premier supplier of California
premier supplier of California
pistachios. Major exporter of
pistachios. Major exporter of
California pistachios to all markets
California pistachios to all markets
offering both natural and flavored
offering both natural and flavored
pistachios.
pistachios.
ISO/FSSC 22000 Certified.
ISO/FSSC 22000 Certified.
Product
of USA
Setton
Chinese translation:
Setton
Chinese translation:
Product
of USA

  
  

  

  
22000ISO/FSSC
22000ISO/FSSC

Rose
RosePacking
PackingCompany
Company
65 South Barrington Road
65 South Barrington Road
Barrington, IL 60010 USA
Barrington, IL 60010 USA
Phone: +1-847-381-5700
Phone: +1-847-381-5700
Fax: +1-847-381-9424
Fax: +1-847-381-9424
E-mail: ewv@rosepacking.com
E-mail: ewv@rosepacking.com

E. Formella & Sons, Inc
411 E. Plainfield Road
Countryside, IL 60525
Phone: +1-630-873-3208 Direct Line
Toll Free: 1-877-598-0909
Fax: +1-708-598-4097
E-mail:
Kathy.Formella@formella.com
Web Site:
www.formella.com
Contact: Kathy Formella- International Sales Manager
Product Line: Gourmet Italian
Specialties, Premium Hand Stuffed
Olives, Traditional Olives Gourmet
Olive Oils, Garlics New! - Pasta &
Sauces, Bar Scene, Food Service
Product and Retail Items
Brands: Enrico Formella & Sons
Company Profile: Enrico Formella
Specialty Foods is a global company
that prides itself on offering a wide
variety of authentic Italian specialties as well as other unique and
distinctive gourmet foods. Premium
quality, exceptional taste, and
outstanding value are the heart of
our business and the keys to our
success. In addition, we believe in
creating satisfied customers. We
strive to exceed our customers'
expectations to earn their loyalty
and have them "sing our praises" to
others. In all interactions, we will
adhere to the highest level of integrity, honesty, and fairness.

Web Site: www.rosepacking.com
Web Site: www.rosepacking.com
Contact: Erik W. Vandenbergh
Contact: Erik W. Vandenbergh
Business Type: Exporter, ManufacBusiness Type: Exporter, Manufacturer, Packer, Processor
turer, Packer, Processor
Product Line: Fresh and processed
Product Line: Fresh and processed
pork. Specializing in smoked cured
pork. Specializing in smoked cured
pork, ham, Canadian bacon, breakpork, ham, Canadian bacon, breakfast Sausage, ethnic sausage and
fast Sausage, ethnic sausage and
back ribs
back ribs
Product of USA
Product of USA

Certified Piedmontese Beef

100 West Grand Drive
Lincoln, NE 68521
Phone: 1-402-458-4504
Cell: +1-402-416-8025
Fax: +1-402-458-4531
E-mail:
thad-robertson@piedmontese.com
Web Site:
Contact: Thad Robertson-International
Sales Representative
Product Line: Full line of premium
beef subprimals.
Company Profile:
Certified Piedmontese Beef is unlike any
other. An exceptional breed of
genetically superior cattle combined
with a disciplined approach to animal
care. Extraordinarily lean, incredibly
tender. CPB provides consumers with
a healthier beef option without sacrificing
flavor.
Product of USA

Product of USA
Winter 2021
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Classic pork brat, incorporated
with the distinct flavor of
GUINNESS® Beer.
Fully Cooked - Just Heat, Plate and Serve.

To add our new GUINNESS Beer Brats to
your menu or find our local food-service
distributor please contact:
postmaster@rosepacking.com.

Lorem ipsum

Rose Packing Company | 65 South Barrington Road | Barrington, IL 60010

www.rosepacking.com
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THE GUINNESS WORD AND ASSOCIATED LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS OF GUINNESS & CO. AND ARE USED UNDERLICENSE (UK) / LICENSE (US). THIS PRODUCT IS INTENDED FOR PURCHASE AND ENJOYMENT BY PEOPLE OF LEGAL PURCHASE AGE FOR ALCOHOL BEVERAGES.
PLEASE REMEMBER TO DRINK GUINNESS® RESPONSIBLY.
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COMPANY INTRODUCTION:

“Orient Provision & Trading Company&”(OPTC) is trusted and well- known distributor partner for
FMCG brands in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with more than 50 years of experience.
Distribution business was established in 1965 and we represent well known international brands
in food and non- food categories. We operate through 7 main distribution centers with
dedicated individual offices and warehouses along-with 25 sub-distribution centers spread well
across the Kingdom. With strong numeric and weighted distribution coverage across all trade
channels, OPTC is considered as prominent and focused distribution company in Saudi Arabia.
Our distribution network encompasses all tiers of Retail, Wholesale and Foodservice channels,
for Foodservice operations we have 24X7 delivery availability.
With strong team of more than 2000 employees, state of warehouse and logistics facilities we
assure our partners of delivering distribution goals and ensure that brands reach to target
customers/consumers.
Contact
Co., Ltd. P.O. Box 11035, Jeddah 21453, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia - Email optc@optcl.net - www.optcl.net
44 Details: Orient Provision &amp; TradingJeddah,
KSA Tel. +966 12 6690999 Fax +996 12 6609201

